
Talkpool entering the Danish IoT market with partner DS Energy
Talkpool and DS Energy have been working together to transform DS Energy’s product portfolio to be based on the latest IoT solutions for energy savings.
Via DS Energy, Talkpool’s IoT solutions now reach the Danish energy market. 

“Our solutions are based on LoRaWAN technology, which is an excellent IoT technology for smart building solutions. Adding wireless sensors to a
production line in the end comes down to the question whether the benefits outweigh the costs. Compared to previously existing technologies, LoRaWAN
solutions come down to a much lower price point, while the performance is outstanding, with good network coverage over long range. This breakthrough in
price-performance ratio is how LoRaWAN enables a new era of automation. We are delighted to work together with DS Energy to bring our IoT solutions to
the market.”, says Stefan Lindgren, CTO at Talkpool. 

“Talkpool is an essential partner for us in our transition from M-Bus to LoRaWAN, as they offer such a complete solutions portfolio and have extensive
experience with the technology. Their portfolio includes everything from sensor devices, network services and data handling. Together we enable the
LoRaWAN ecosystem in several locations in Denmark. We work with industrial clients and multi-tenant building owners, where we have very clear benefits
to offer.”, says Jarl Gorridsen, Managing Director at DS Energy. 

The rollout of LoRaWAN solutions in Denmark by DS Energy has accelerated during the year and involves sensor devices and software solutions by
Talkpool, as well as the use of the Nordic IoT Networks for LoRaWAN network coverage. 

For more information, please contact:

Erik Strömstedt, CEO Talkpool
Tel: +41 81 250 2020
erik.stromstedt@talkpool.com 

Talkpool provides IoT solutions and telecommunication network services globally. Through its cutting-edge technical expertise, long experience and agile
business model, Talkpool offers global telecom vendors and operators high-quality services on short notice no matter the location. Moreover, Talkpool is one
of few companies with actual solutions and contracts in place in the exciting IoT-market. FNCA Sweden AB, +46(0)8-528 00 399 info@fnca.se, is Talkpool’s
Certified Advisor. www.talkpool.com


